G’Day from Australia!
What a great time of fellowship and ministry we had in Australia!

I hand fed two beautiful three-foot tall kangaroos in an open field. They were all big brown eyes and lovely “table manners,” eating delicately and thoughtfully from my hand.

“DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME” picture of me actually petting a Tasmania Devil!

My Aussie Posse leader, Cheryl Weeks (Australian LSM Director) put together a wonderful ministry trip with the help of the rest of the Aussie Posse, Darrell and Robyn Hind, and the ever delightful trio of Maxine, Terry, and Dottie (all giggles, laughs, and occasional soft-hearted tears).

My first plane out of Sacramento never arrived and I was delayed in leaving until the following day. Then I arrived in Sydney with no luggage. A drug dog cornered me in Sydney where I was questioned and checked thoroughly by several security people. I later found an open bag of kitty treats in my computer case (my cat didn’t want me to forget her???). Mystery of the drug dog issue solved! I arrived in Tasmania too late to do any shopping and I was scheduled to speak the following morning at Zion Hills Church in Launceston. No luggage means that I ended up having to wear something from the church’s thrift shop. That kept my humility right where it belonged!

Ministry times were wonderful and the two LSM Teachers’ Certification schools were really exciting. Pastor David Lee and four of his congregation from Singapore attended the Launceston Tasmaniam school. Pastor Lee has invited me to bring a school to Singapore next year. Out of the twenty-four students in the Launceston school (see picture next page), five were from Singapore, one was from Malaysia, and one was formerly from England. We had a truly international school.

Pastor Marilyn Billing (Zion Hills Church in Launceston) wrote a “school song” from the stronghold section of our colored chart that is just great! A mini-movie of the students singing it will soon be posted on our web site as well as pictures of some of my adventures while there.

We held the Devonport school at Gateway Church. Tassies have the most wonderful, delectable “teas” mid-morning and mid-afternoon. One of the students in Devonport, Darrell Hind, will be starting a men’s group the first week of July. He is a former policeman and brings a unique perspective to his sharing.
Darrell and Robyn Hind accompanied Cheryl and I to Melbourne for the conference with Greg and Vera Lay. Just a few hours before I was to open the conference, I learned that my good friend and publisher, Guy Morrell, had passed away the previous day from a heart attack. I felt very bad. My Aussie teachers from Tasmania all gathered close around me to pray and minister to me. I am so glad we all knew how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom because when nearly 200 people will be showing up from all over Australia to hear about the Keys of the Kingdom and the Unsurrendered Soul, you need to be able to fulfill your purposes for the Kingdom. God was faithful and the conference opening went very well.

I discovered that my passport, drivers’ license, and money belt were missing the day after I arrived in Melbourne. Cheryl called her neighbor back in Tasmania and had six people sent to her house to go through my guest room in hopes that they could find and air express them to me. They found nothing. When Cheryl returned home and opened one of the dresser drawers in the room I had stayed in, there were my passport, drivers’ license, money belt, clothes, and jewelry case! SIX people who went and checked the room for us after we were in Melbourne, all “missed” them just as I did when I packed. Hmmm?

In Melbourne, my delightful hosts, Greg and Vera Lay, put on a great conference which was well attended. They placed me in a beautiful hotel on a gold course, treated me to a spa massage, took me on a wonderful day touring Melbourne (after I went through investigation at Police Department and the American Embassy to get a new passport). Then the Lays sent me home with a terrific Aussie hat that makes me look just like Harrison Ford in Raiders of the Lost Ark!

Thanks to every one who worked so hard to make this trip and ministry so blessed. I miss every one of my Aussie brothers and sisters. Be sure to check out trip pictures and the singing mini-movie on the website in a few days.

We have begun shipping the Long Distance Teachers’ and Believers’ Training DVDs and the first of the manuals. How exciting it is that the first students are finally getting their materials! We're already hearing back from excited and enthusiastic students. We have several international students and many domestic students already in place who are beginning their Long Distance Training.

**This exciting new Long Distance Training for both Teachers and Believers** will teach students how to fully understand binding and loosing prayers and how to overcome and literally “force” the surrendering to God of the power of their unsurrendered souls. This training also teaches the students to show others how to do the same.

The LSM Long Distance Training has 16 one-hour DVDs with manuals for each DVD. The manuals are fresh and new with thought provocation, action exercises, applications, new points, and new understandings not yet found in my existing books.

1. **KEYS OF THE KINGDOM I** - Understanding the power of the Keys and the purpose of them.
2. **KEYS OF THE KINGDOM II** - Understanding how to pray effectively with these Keys for any need.
3. **THE DANGERS OF TOXIC THINKING** - Breaking cycles of toxic thinking that are damaging your immune system.
4. **PHYSICAL HEALING** - Praying effectively for healing of your body.
5. **THE UNSURRENDERED SOUL I** - Sources of pain and fear, the “UN’s,” soulish symptoms, layers of self-protection, wrong behaviors, and much more.

6. **THE UNSURRENDERED SOUL II** - Breaking stronghold thinking that keeps you from your destiny.

7. **IT’S NOT ABOUT YOU ANYMORE** - Becoming fruitful for the Kingdom of God.

8. **PRAYING FOR OTHERS WITH THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM** - Praying for others with no self-agendas, self-motives, or soulish expectations.

9. **PRAYING FOR YOUR FAMILY WITH THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM** - Praying purely for family and dealing with wrong family dynamics.

10. **RELATIONSHIPS** - Having good relationships with family, spouses, others, and God.

11. **THE FREEDOM OF FORGIVENESS**

12. **UNDERSTANDING SOUL POWER AND SOULISH PRAYERS**

13. **THE POWER OF AGREEMENT - RIGHT AND WRONG**

14. **UNDERSTANDING AND BREAKING SOUL TIES**

15. **SPIRITUAL WARFARE and SERVANT LEADERSHIP**

16. **TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATION** - Helps and understanding for those who wish to teach this message and other messages

We are also releasing the LDT audio tracks from these new DVD teachings for $10 each for those who want to study with CD players. Most of our older CD teachings are being closed out at greatly reduced prices while they last. We also are closing out the Personal Learning Series interactive CDs for just $5 each (Reg. $13) while they last. These CDs are also listed on our website as e-downloads ($13), but will be removed within the month.

Check out the new resource list on the website or with your snail mail copy. There is a special offer of a Believers’ Preview of two of the DVDS and Manuals on the Resource List. This offer will allow you to know first hand about the quality of this exciting program.

You can become a LSM Certified Teacher or a more informed and effective Believer studying to impact the world as you learn and work right in your own home at your own pace anywhere in the world. Such a deal!


---

**Liberty Savard’s Beginners’ Writing School in Sacramento CA - September 19-22, 2007**

We’re “getting the word out” for our Liberty Savard Beginners’ and Not-Yet-Published Writers’ School! This School is going to be filled with exciting, experienced writers and editors who have a real heart for beginning writers. In addition to fifteen workshops (there will be no overlapping of the workshops meaning that you don’t have to choose between them and miss some), there will be a dynamic discussion panel of all of the speakers in the one evening session. All other evenings are free time.

You can schedule a fifteen minute (free) one-on-one meeting with one of the speakers about your writing and ask questions. Read more at www.libertysavard.com or request a brochure by snail mail at liberty@libertysavard.com.

There will ALSO be a contest for a student’s manuscript to be submitted to Bridge Logos Publishing (Orlando FL) for publishing consideration. Submission must be made according to approved guidelines and received by August 15th. You can download guidelines on our website or e-mail request for them.

**NANCY RUE** has written and published over eighty books for children, teens, and adults, and has received numerous honors and awards for her writing. Read more about Nancy Rue on her website at www.nancyrue.com.


**JESSE FLOREA** has worked at FOCUS ON THE FAMILY for 14 years as an editor of Focus’ magazines for teen boys, 4-8 year old kids, and “tweens.” He has written several books including Adventures of Average Boy (Sept. 2007).

Registration for these three and a half days of powerful teaching, speakers’ discussion panel, manuscript contest, and critiquing of your work will be $275.00 ($295.00 after Sept. 7th). For an additional $65, you can submit a synopsis proposal of your completed or near-completed manuscript ahead of time for a personal critique and in-depth 30-minute meeting with one of the speakers during the School. Learn all of the inside information from professionals who are already highly successful about how you can begin your professional writing career!

The conference will be at the Red Lion Hotel Sacramento (916-922-8041)—kings, queens, or two double beds are just $90 (plus tax and tip) per room per night (up to 4 people may share a room)—this room rate is only good until August 25th. Ask for the Liberty Savard Writing School special. The Sacramento International airport has a shuttle that comes right to the hotel.
LSM Teachers’ Training LEVEL II Sacramento CA
Red Lion Hotel Sacramento– Sept. 26-29, 2007

This second Level II LSM Teachers’ Training has been a long time coming, but it is going to be exciting. We’re trying to reach ALL of the students from every past school since 1998 to come together for an Eagle Reunion, fellowship, and new revelation training. Unfortunately, some have moved or changed e-mails without notifying us, but God knows where they are! We will have several international student teachers with us as well!

Now is your chance, LSM Certified Teachers, to begin your continuing education with all of the new revelation and exciting expansion in the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul Message. Beginning next year, LSM Certified Teachers will be required to take additional training to continue being recommended as being current with the Keys of the Kingdom and the Unsurrendered Soul Message. You can use this Level II Training as your update of training for the next three years.

This LSM LEVEL II Training will be directed towards expanding new revelations of the Keys of the Kingdom while fine tuning the understanding of LSM students from ALL previous LEVEL I and II Schools (certified student or not). All LSM Teachers are encouraged to join us for the exciting new updates in information and feedback from other LSM Teachers on this message.

1) Find out what your Eagle Teacher brothers and sisters have been doing. 2) Be renewed and refreshed in your commitment to being all you can be in the Kingdom of God. 3) Be encouraged in how you can help others get free from the control of their pasts and their unsurrendered souls, as well as the deceptive works of the enemy to sabotage their futures.

Always remember what Churchill said: “When you allow your past to argue with your present, you lose your future.” And don’t forget what Pastor Monte (Oklahoma) said: “Stop lettin’ your past keep whacking your present ‘cause it’s keepin’ you from embracin’ your future!”

We are also opening up this special Level II Training to Believers this year. Those Believers who feel they are quite familiar with the message are welcome to join the LSM Certified Teachers over these exciting 3 ½ days. There are certain exercises and speaking opportunities the Certified Teachers will be required to participate in that Believers can opt out of if they choose to do so.

During the conference, Liberty will host times of private fellowship and refreshments in her suite with small groups of LSM Teachers. All LSM Certified Teachers and all Eagle Teachers who have previously attended a LSM Level I Training will be invited to one of these fellowship groups.

Each LSM Certified Teacher should be prepared to teach a short message on their unique experience with or their unique perception of the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul message. The registration fee is $275.00 ($295.00 after Sept. 12th) for three and a half days of fun, teaching, sharing, surprises, and dramatic presentations. Guess WHO the dramatic “stars” will be?

**Room rates (see above) are good only until 8/25/07!**

Special sightseeing trips will be planned over the weekend between the Schools (September 19-22 Beginning Writers and September 26-29 LSM Teachers Level II). You can register on the website for the LSM Level II Conference at www.libertysavard.com

Since some LSM Teachers may be interested in writing as well, we have scheduled the Beginning Writers’ School and the LEVEL II Teachers’ School back to back. Those attending the Beginning Writers’ Conference will receive 50% off the Teachers’ Training LEVEL II registration if they register for both.

**Spurgeon’s Daily Devotional**

In reading Charles Spurgeon this morning, I was struck by the truth of his words about Pharaoh’s dream of the skinny cows recorded in Genesis 41:4 (AMP): “And the ill-favored, gaunt, and ugly cows ate up the seven well-favored and fat cows. Then Pharaoh awoke.”

Spurgeon wrote: “Pharaoh’s dream has too often been my waking experience. My days of sloth have ruinously destroyed all that I had achieved in times of zealous industry; my seasons of coldness have frozen all the genial glow of my periods of fervency and enthusiasm; and my fits of worldliness have thrown me back from my advances in the divine life.

“I had need to beware of lean prayers, lean praises, lean duties, and lean experiences, for these will eat up the fat of my comfort and peace. If I neglect prayer for ever so short a time, I lose all the spirituality to which I had attained; if I draw no fresh supplies from heaven, the old corn in my granary is soon consumed by the famine which rages in my soul.

“When the caterpillars of indifference, the cankerworms of worldliness, and the palmerworms of self-indulgence, lay my heart completely desolate and make my soul to languish, all my former fruitfulness and growth in grace avails me nothing whatever. How anxious I should be to have no lean-fleshed days, no ill-favored hours! If every day I journeyed towards the goal of my desires I should soon reach it, but backsliding leaves me still far off from
the prize of my high calling, and robs me of the advances which I had so laboriously made.

“The only way in which all my days can be as the ‘fat kine (cows),’ is to feed them in the right meadow, to spend them with the Lord, in His service, in His company, in His fear, and in His way. Why should not every year be richer than the past, in love and usefulness and joy? I am nearer the celestial hills, I have had more experience of my Lord, and I should be more like Him. O Lord, keep far from me the curse of leanness of soul . . . and may I be well-fed and nourished in Thy house, (praising) Thy name.”

How easy it is to fall into a leanness of the soul. How easy it is to be distracted by our daily lives and by the “famine” that rages within our souls. I was very sorry to realize that I had taken more time last night to program my Tivo machine to record my favorite old TV shows over the next few days than I had spent to just sit and ponder the wonders of God before I went to bed (confession is good for the soul!). I'm sorry, Lord, please forgive me for the priorities in my life that get so askew at times.

I bind my mind, will, and emotions to you, Father. Thank you for the Keys of the Kingdom that allow me to specifically bind and obligate my will to your will; the binding and loosing prayers that allow me to bind my mind to your mind, Jesus, which helps me to think like you think; and for the principles that allow me to bind my emotions to your healing balance and comfort, Holy Spirit. I loose every distraction and reaction of my soul. I loose every distraction and every work of the enemy from myself. I want to be closer to you, Father, and I want to know all I can about you. Amen.

Exciting news! Liberty’s Breaking the Power television show will be in Charisma’s new TV listing. The September issue will be the first edition of Charisma’s new TV listing, a TV guide to Christian Television, featuring networks such as TBN, Daystar, Inspiration, and GODTV (where Liberty can be seen at noon each Friday).

“Terrific!” said St. Peter, “That’s certainly worth five points.”

“Only five? Well, I started a soup kitchen in my city and worked in a shelter for homeless veterans.”

“Fantastic! That’s good for one more point,” St Peter said.

Exasperated, the man cried, “One point! At this rate the only way I'll get into heaven is by the grace of God.”

“Bingo, 100 points! Come on in!” We try to secure our ticket to heaven with good works. God built our entryway into heaven with nails and an old rugged cross.

Faith
(Inspired by and rewritten from Spurgeon’s daily devotion on faith). Faith studies God’s promises and concludes that God could have only given His promises out of love and grace. God has nothing to gain by empty promises. Faith considers that since God cannot lie, therefore because He has given the promises, they will be fulfilled. Faith remembers that the promises are given for God’s glory and He will never damage the purity of His own glory. Faith considers the amazing work of Christ as being clear proof of the Father’s intentions to go as far as He needs to in order to fulfill His promises.

Faith looks back upon the past battles won which always strengthen the believer today. Faith recounts that God has never failed any investment made in believing His promises. Faith refuses to believe that God can suddenly change His mind and desert His child now. Faith views each promise given in God’s holy Word by its connection with the Promise Giver and concludes, “Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life.”

Questions and Answers

Liberty, what is your position on “once saved, always saved”? Donald

Donald: As far as “once saved, always saved,” I guess I would have to say that I believe it is so near being true that I don’t think much about it. But I cannot say that I believe it 100%. The issue that I would say would be exempt from that doctrine is deliberate unforgiveness. If Christians manage to survive God’s dealings with them as they are stubbornly insisting upon clinging to their unforgiveness, then their salvation is in danger.

I use the term “survive” because I think God will actually deal with some so heavily as to even bring them to the point of death in trying to break through their wrong belief that they can’t, won’t, or don’t have to forgive. I do

Works or Nails

A man died, went to heaven, and St. Peter met him at the Pearly Gates with these words: “You need 100 points to make it into heaven. You tell me all the good things you’ve done, and I give you a certain number of points for each item, depending on how good it was. When you reach 100 points, you get in.”

“Ohkay,” the man said, “I was married to the same woman for 50 years and never cheated on her, even in my heart. I attended church all my life and supported its ministry with my tithe and service.”
think, however, that He gets through to most of them eventually, even if they have to learn to let go of their unforgiveness in the hardest way possible. Liberty

Liberty: I was able to attend your seminar in Melbourne AUS not so long ago. I have been soaking in the inspiration I received from the seminar. I am half-way through the book Breaking the Power and it is fabulous. These understandings are resonating boldly with where I am in my life at this point, and I truly thank God for this. I have been amazed at the wonders that are at work in my life and in the lives of those for whom I am praying these prayers. I am much clearer in my direction insofar as my walk with God is concerned, and I am more at peace in my heart as well which I am ever so thankful for.

As of the last two weeks though, my flesh has been going at me big-time. There is a certain excerpt out of Breaking the Power which is really spot-on about this struggle of mine on pp. 139-140 under a subheading entitled Missing the Meeting. I do not usually have difficulty in concentrating on what God wants to say to me during my quiet time with Him, but over the last 2-3 weeks I have been harassed big time whenever I have focused on what God wants to show me next. My “frivolizer” sets in and tries to interfere and make the whole thing into a fiasco.

This is where your question, “When you try to read the Word and come into a place of agreement with God, have you ever felt that your mind is leaping around like a drop of water on a hot griddle while your feelings begin acting like a fourteen year old’s hormones?” really describes my struggle. I am trying to break the cycle of this thing but I feel stuck. What else can you tell me about how to counteract the hot griddle and fourteen-year old hormone type scenarios? I have been browsing your website as well to find more information. Sue

Sue: Bless your heart. It is good to hear from you, and I do remember you. I encourage you to pray the binding and loosing prayers each day and to reinforce and back them up with a consistent study of the Word. But the very cycle you speak of in one that I’m often asked about. Add the following words to your binding and loosing prayers:

I bind my will to the will of God, my mind to the mind of Christ, and my raggedy emotions to the healing balance and comfort of the Holy Spirit, I loose, smash, crush, and destroy all distractions and reactions of my soul and all distractions and reactions of the enemy to what I am trying to focus on right now. Thank you, Lord, for the Keys.

This short little prayer will help you a great deal in this area. You might have to pray it several times at first to convince your soul that you are serious, but don’t give up. God bless you, Liberty

Testimonies

The following is taken from Vietnam veteran Allen Clark’s website (West Point graduate, member of the 5th Special Forces Group in Vietnam) http://www.combatfaith.com/PTSD_IRAQ_AND_AFGHANISTAN.doc

“From my own Vietnam War, I know that we can never be the same upon return from the traumatic experiences of our wars. Liberty Savard is an extraordinary minister of God’s word and Jesus’ love and I have read two of her books Shattering Your Strongholds and Breaking the Power which express in the simplest, but most profound manner, the issues we face from our wars.

“I attribute the remainder of this case study response to her excellent teaching from Liberty Savard Ministries, Inc. of Sacramento, California. Because of the traumatic facts of our wartime experiences (whose original reasons are unchangeable) we are left with unhealed hurts, unresolved issues, and unmet needs. These are all reflected in the above case studies. These three sources of our “dis-ease” in life have caused the wrong behaviors in which we have indulged. The hurts, issues, and needs have invaded our thoughts and derived emotions of fear, distrust, pain, unforgiveness, resentment, anger, confusion, insecurity, lust, hopelessness, neediness, inferiority, and wrong desires.

These emotions have caused us to make choices of behaviors to reflect our responses to the emotions. The actions taken have had fearful consequences: substance abuse, denial, victim mentality, intolerance, criticalness, wrong kinds of relationships, overeating, sexual gratification, and soul ties, to name a few.

We develop our coping mechanisms to mask our pain. Even if we become Christians by believing in Jesus as Savior, he cannot become Lord of our life until we break up the “Strongholds” of our life where we hide behind false logic and reasoning to defend our behaviors.

Our only hope for final healing as warriors is to bring the power of the Holy Spirit into our life to reveal to us what we need to change in behavior and our thought processes. Only Jesus can heal our war wounds. Because of where we have been, we can help others be healed as can we ourselves be healed. GOD BLESS YOU MY FELLOW WARRIORS. Allen Clark, Dallas TX

I would like to let you know, Liberty, that I have started to have results with your prayer message. In fact, even though I am 52 years of age, I have had one or two little
cries of happiness just thinking of your message after I noticed the difference in my emotions and behavior. The best proof I can give you is that when my wife got angry with me in the past, at times she would say that all this church going and Bible reading, etc. has not changed me a bit. All wives seem to know what hurts the husband most. But, just this week for the first time in 28 years she said that my character is changing towards better. So, there you go, Liberty. Thank you again and may God Bless you. Paul (Canada)

Dear Liberty, I am a private practice psychiatrist in New Mexico. I have been attending a wonderful church here for a few months now. I was previously involved in abusive and legalistic churches and backslid for years. But God was faithful to my prayers, and He never let me out of His grasp. I have only begun to read your materials on the unsurrendered soul and lights started to go on all over in my spirit! I realized that God did all He promised He would do in His Word but that my unsurrendered soul, aided by the devil, has kept me in darkness for years! I am truly starting to see the chains fall off. I am excited to keep on with the study of your books and I will keep you posted! I thank you for your personal testimony. I feel relieved that God is able to redeem us “troublemakers” and change us into history-makers! Thank You with all my heart! George

As a LSM Partner, I would like to share that the principles taught in your books and teachings have changed my life forever, Liberty. I had no idea that most of my life I had been living behind walls and defenses and that my way of “coping” with my issues was hurting me more. After much rejection from an early age on from my peers, I yearned to connect with people but I had no “tools” to do it. I swept so many issues under the rug under the guise of forgive and forget, not knowing that the effects of those issues scarred me and further isolated me.

Thanks to your teachings of binding and loosing, layer after layer is coming off my unsurrendered soul and I am being transformed in the process. Victory is inevitable when we are on the Lord’s side. God has much more that He wants to do in me and I am willing because I want to be free. In Christ, Jon

My name is Lisa. I am also a LSM Partner. I have been set free over four years since I have been reading Liberty Savard’s books and prayers and the binding and loosing prayers. Today, I remain free from manic depression, suicidal thoughts and attempts, and panic attacks.

I am now experiencing clarity in thought that I never knew before; I am receiving grace, mercy, and reconciled relationships with unsaved family members, and I am embracing a slow but steady attitude of learning to look to what lies ahead and leaving the past behind.

As I was praying the binding and loosing prayers, I asked God to send me a good husband when I was ready. He has blessed me with Jon, a husband who is a wonderful, sensitive, Christian man of integrity. A binding/loosing prayer was even included in our wedding vows. As I bind my mind and will to Christ and loose soul power, I have been slowly growing in an awareness of who I am in Christ through His Word. My commitment to and capacity for seeking Him and receiving wisdom, knowledge, revelation, prayer, love, and the development of spiritual gifts is growing.

My husband Jon and I are honored to be partnering financially with Liberty Savard Ministries. I have been blessed to call and pray with Linda and Liberty at the LSM office. I am absolutely committed to Liberty’s teachings and prayers on binding and loosing. They have changed my life. In Him, Lisa

**CALDENAR**

**September 19-22, 2007:** Liberty Savard’s Beginners’ and Not-Yet-Published-Authors’ Writing School in Sacramento CA. Special speakers (see article above). Register online or call 916-721-7770 for brochure.

**September 26-29, 2007:** Liberty Savard Ministries LEVEL II Teachers’ Advanced Training, Red Lion Hotel Sacramento in Sacramento, CA. There will be a 50% Discount off all registrations of LEVEL II students who have also attended the Beginners’ Writing School September 19-22 at same location (article above).

**October 25-28, 2007:** Bradenton FL Women’s Retreat, Thursday p.m. through Saturday noon. Then she will speak at 8:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. on Sunday morning at the Christian Retreat Conference Center, 1200 Glory Way Blvd., Bradenton, FL 34212. Phone: 941-746-2882 or go to website at www.christianretreat.org. Contact LSM Office for further information.

**November 2-4, 2007:** – New Baltimore MI: Liberty will be teaching a conference on the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul message on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday morning at 10:00 a.m. at Bethel Temple Church, 51028 Base St., New Baltimore, MI 48047. For further information, phone 586-725-2041, e-mail libertysavardatbethel@hotmail.com, or go to www.betheltemplechurch.com. Cost of tickets $20 (checks made out to Bethel Temple Church via mail). Sorry, no credit cards.
Who and What is LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES?

Reverend Liberty S. Savard, President of Liberty Savard Ministries, Inc. (a non-profit corporation), was born again in 1972. She is an ordained minister with credentials from the Evangelical Church Alliance (P.O. Box 9, Bradley, Illinois 60915). Rev. Savard has served as a singles director, associate pastor, speaker, and Bible teacher. She is the author of *Shattering Your Strongholds* (1993 Bridge-Logos Pub.), *Breaking the Power* (1997 Bridge-Logos Pub.), *Producing the Promise* (1999 Bridge-Logos Pub.), and several mini-books and workbooks. With *The Unsurrendered Soul* (2002 Bridge-Logos Pub.), *Apples of Gold in Baskets of Silver* (2003 Bridge-Logos Pub.), and *BEYOND Shattered Strongholds* (2005 Bridge-Logos Pub.), she now has 14 books in print around the world.

This ministry believes the Scriptures are inspired of God, infallible, and fully authoritative for Christian faith and conduct. Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life on Earth, died on the cross in a substitutionary work of redemption for mankind, rose again and now sits at the right hand of the Father. Through Christ’s shed blood and renewal of the Holy Ghost, justified by grace through faith, man becomes an heir of God with absolute hope of eternal life.

This ministry teaches Christians how to cause their unsurrendered souls (old natures) to surrender to the will and purposes of God. LSM also teaches Christians how to loose emotional baggage from their souls to create room within themselves to receive all God has promised to them for today. This allows believers to fulfill their destinies while walking in knowledge and power to bring glory and honor to God the Father! This ministry also teaches God’s people how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to impact things on earth so they come into alignment with God’s already established will in heaven. This ministry is also dedicated to training Christians how to pray purely without “want lists” and instruction manuals for God (so He will know how best to answer their prayers!). Effective prayers with pure motives declare that God’s will shall be done on Earth as He has so set it in heaven.

LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES
P.O. BOX 41260
SACRAMENTO CA 95841

LSM Long Distance Training Now Shipping!
Sacramento CA Liberty Savard Beginners’ Writing School – September 19-22, 2007
Sacramento CA - LSM Teachers’ Training LEVEL II - September 26-29, 2007
New Baltimore MI – Bethel Temple Church Conference – November 2-4, 2007